
VAC6P      In-Ceiling/In-Wall Installation Instructions  

If you are not familiar with a 70V/100V Distributed Audio System, we would highly recommend that you 

contact a trained professional to do the installation. 

Safety Instructions: 

- Read all instructions 

- Keep these instructions 

- Be aware of all warnings and safety precautions 

- Do not use this product in or near water or other liquids 

- Do not use any aerosol cleaner or disinfectant on this product 

- Ensure that the installation hole size is cut accurately 

- When cutting your installation hole, ensure that you are free and clear of all electrical wire and 

plumbing pipes 

- When daisy-chaining speakers, ensure that the sum of the tapped wattage of all speakers in the 

chain do not exceed 80% of the maximum output wattage of the connected amplifier channel  

- Verify that your installation complies with all local codes 

 

Specifications:        

         

VAC6P     Specifications         
         

Transducer:  6.5" Polypropylene Cone w/ Rubber Surround   

      0.5" Pivoting PEI Dome Tweeter       

Power Rating:    6W RMS         

Transformer Taps:  70V:  .75W, 1.5W, 3W, 6W    

      100V:   1.5W, 3W, 6W N/C       

Impedance:   8Ω            

Frequency Range:   50Hz - 20 kHz         

Sensitivity:   88 dB @ 1w/1m         

Coverage:   110° Conical         

 

Surface Preparation 

1. Use the supplied template to mark your installation hole in the proper ceiling or wall location.  

Carefully, cut out the installation hole. 

2. For unfinished ceilings and walls, a new constructions bracket (VAGIC6NCB; sold separately), is 

needed to be installed prior to the drywall being installed.  Attach the new construction bracket, ensuring 

that the hole of the bracket is in the desired location. 

 

 Wiring Installation 

1. Run the wire (18-14-guage) from the amplifier location to the cutout.  Allow for an extra foot of wire    
            at the cutout. 

2. To attach the speaker to your amplifier, connect the  output of the amplifier to the “Com” (black)               

wire of the speaker tap.  Connect the  of the amplifier to the colored cable of the speaker tap that 

represents the desired speaker wattage.  



      

1. To daisy chain speakers, connect the two speaker tap wires from step 2, to the same speaker tap wires on 

the next speaker in the chain.  Repeat for each additional speaker. 

 

Speaker Installation 

1. Slide the speaker into the cutout as shown. 

2. Using a Phillips head screwdriver, tighten all 3 screws until they are all secure. 

Important: Do not over tighten the screws. 

3. Attach the magnetic grill to the speaker. 

   

In-Ceiling Installation 

 

 

 
 

                                                  

 

 

                                                    

 


